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The theory of loop induced rare B decays is reviewed. Both electromagnetic 
penguin processes and gluon mediated penguin processes are discussed. After 
considering b -. sr and b -. se+e-decays, purely hadronic modes like B -. I{ fjJ 
are estimated. CP violation in charged B Decays is reviewed. The asymmetries 
for pure penguin processes are estimated first. A larger asymmetry can result 
in those modes where a tree diagram and a penguin diagram interfere, however 
these estimates are necessarily model dependent. 

~'" Rare decays of the B meson offer a unique opportunity to study electroweak 
theory in higher orders. Process like b -+ s" b -+ se+e- and b -+ sg do not occur 
at the tree level, and at one loop level they occur at a rate small enough to be 
sensitive to physics beyond the standard model. Similar flavor violating processes 
in the K system have the disadvantage that long distance effects are quite large, 
and it is difficult to extract the quark level physics from the well known process 
[1] like K+ -+ 1r+e+e- and KL -+ 1r°e+e-. However, although the quark level 
calculations are fairly precise in the b quark system, one is still hampered by the 
lack of knowledge of hadronic form factors, and by a reliable technique of evaluating 
interesting modes from four quark operators. We shall use some of the wave function 
results based on reference [2,3]. In recent years there has been an improvement in 
form factor evaluation using heavy quark techniques [4] and from improving lattice 
model calculations. 

On the experimental side, recent observation [5] by CLEO of the exclusive decays 
of B -+ I{*" 

BR [B -+ K*,] = (4.5 ± 1.5 ± 0.9) X 10-5 (1) 

has provided the first evidence of the electromagnetic penguin process. This exciting 
discovery has led to much theoretical activity, and further penguin processes are 
eagerly anticipated. 

1 Electroweak Penguin Processes 

1.1 The process b ---f. s, 
The process b -+ s, proceeds with W boson and u, c, t quarks in the loop as shown 
in Fig. 1. The purely electromagnetic one loop result can be obtained from [6]. 
The two loop correction coming from QCD however enhances the rate significantly 
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Figure 1: Diagrams for the process b ~ s, 

as was first noted in Ref. [7,S]. The QCD corrections for light quarks were carried 
out in Ref. [9], and for heavy quarks were done in Ref. [10,11]. The effective 
Hamiltonian for this process in the notation of [10] is 

Hell = ~ (v".V';)C7(mb) 0 7 (2) 

where 

(3) 


and 

C7(m) 

c7(mw) 

- p-16/23 [C7 (mw)  ~C8 (mw) (1 - p2/23) + ~~~ (1 _ p19/23)] 

- (-1/2) (x/z3 
) [2x2/3+5x/12-7/12- ((3x2/2-x) /z),enx] 

Cs (mw) = (-1/2) (x/2z3 
) [x2/2  5x/2 -1 + (3x/z),enx] (4) 

where m = mb, x = (mt/mw)2,z = x -land p = cxs(m)/cxs(Mw) 
The rate for b ~ s, neglecting s quark mass is given by 

G2 5 

) Fcxmb 12 ... 2
reb ~ s, = 327r4 IC7 IVbt ~tl 

When comparing with experiment, it is much better to compute the ratio 

(5) 

(6) 


Where 1] = 1- Sr2 + Sr6 
- r S 

- 24r4,enr and ,,\ = 1- 2cxs(mb)(2.4)/7r and r = mc/mb. 
The semileptonic BR(b ~ cev) R:: 0.107. 

Recently Buras et. al. [12] have discussed the theoretical uncertainities in 
the above formula. They estimate the uncertainities from the choice of QCD scale 
(taken above as mb) to be significant, and can be as large as ± 25%. To reduce these 
theoretical uncertinities a three loop calculation is necessary. We reproduce their 
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estiamte of BR(b -+ s,) as a function of mt with their estimate of uncertainities in 
Fig. 2. The present inclusive BR(B -+ X s,) from CLEO: 

BR [B -+ X s,] < 5.4 x 10-4(95%C.L.) (7) 

is also shown in the figure. 
The exclusive process B -+ I{*, provides a clean signature for the process 

b -+ s,. The long distance contribution is expected to be small for this process. 
We need the following hadronic matrix elements, where we have written only those 
tenns that are allowed in the matrix element. 

(K*(k )180",.vqv (1 ~ 1'5) bIB(p)) = iE,.vAuEV(k )(p + k)A(p - k)UT1(q2) 

+ [fJ4(k) (m1- mi*) - (f' q) (p + k)J4] T2(q2) (8) 

The values of 11 at q2 = 0 are far away from the zero recoil point q2 = (mB - mK* )2. 
A conservative extrapolation [13] yields 

(9) 

The ratio of the exclusive to incluse process gives 

r (B -+ K*,) = 2 (mB)3 (1- m'k*) {T? + T,2} ~ .06 (10)
(b-+s,) mb m1 1 2 

Other older estimates range from 30% to 4%[14]. Recently, new estimates for this 
ratio have been obtained. Using effective lagrangian for heavy and light mesons, 
Casalbuoni et ale [15] obtain form factors in close agreement with our values quoted 
above. A comprehensive study by Ali et. al. [16] find a range of 3.5% to 12.2%. A 
lattice gauge calculation of Bernard et. al. [17] find for RK* the ratio of exclusive 
to inclusive process: 

RK* = (6.0 ± 1.2 ± 3.4) % (11) 

The experimental value in Equation (1) is consistent with these estimates within 
quoted errors. 

The process b -+ s, has been used to put limits on contributions arising from 
physics beyond the standard model. Contributions from fourth generation [18], 
from susy paticles [19], from two Higgs doublet models [20] and anomalous gauge 
couplings[21] have all been considered. As the inclusive process is measured and 
errors are reduced, we anticipate these limits becoming more stringent. 

1.2 The Processes b --+ sf+f-

This process occurs through W boson box diagram, Z exchange, and photon ex
change. The effective Hamiltonian density relevant for b -+ sl+1- decay is: 

Heff :: ~ (v;,cV::) j=l.f.t.....lO cj(m)Oj(m) (12) 
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Figure 2: BR for b -+ S, as functions of mt with theoretical uncertainities from 
Ref[12] 

The important operators for us are: 

0 1 - tL1IJ.biL L ci I~ciL 
~ bi -i IJ.clO2 - SLIIJ. LCLI L 

0 7 - (e/167r
2
) mb (si u~"bk) F~" 

0 8 - (g /1611'2) mb (siu~"T~jb~) G~" 
0 9 - (e2 /167r2

) (si'lJ.bi) 1,~f , 
0 10 - (e2 /1611'2) (si,~bt) 11~'5f (13) 

Here FIJ.II and G~" are the electromagnetic and gluon interaction field strength 
tensors, respectively, and e and 9 are the corresponding coupling constants. 

The QCD-renomalized coefficients c;(m) calculated in Ref.'s [22,10] are: 

Cl(m) - (-1/2) (p-6/23 + p12/23) 

c2(m) - (-1/2) (p-6/23 _ p12/23) 

c7(m) - p-16/23 [C7 (mw) - ~C8 (mw) (1 - p2/23) + ~~~ (1 _ /9/23)] 
C9(m) - Cg (mw) - [Cl(m) +3c2(m)] fn [(mc/m)-S/9] 

411" [.i. (1 _ p-U/23) _ ~ (1 _ p-29/23)] 
as (mw) 33 87 

clO(m) - c10(mw) (14) 
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where as before m = mb and p = as(m)/as(mw). 
The coefficients at the scale mw receive contribution from W loops. These are: 

c7(mw) - (-1/2)A(x) , 
Cs ( m w ) - (-1/2) E (x) , 
C9 (mw) - (-I/s~) [B(x) - C(x)] - 4C(x) - D(x) + 4/9 

cIO(mw) - (l/s~)[B(x)-C(x)] (15) 

The functions A, ... , E are: 

A(x) - (x/z3
) [2x2/3+5x/12-7/12- ((3x 2/2-x)/z)inx] 

B(x) - (x/4z) [-1 + (inx) /z] 
C(x) - (x/4z) [x/2 - 3 + «3x/2 + 1) /z)inx] 

D(x) - (1/Z3) [ - 19x3/36 + 25x2/36 

+ ((_X4/6 + 5x3 /3 - 3x2 + 16x /9 - 4/9) / z) inx ] 

E(x) = (x/2z3
) [x2/2-5x/2-1+(3x/z)inx] (16) 

where x = (mt/mw)2 ,z = x-1. 
The branching ratio of b -t sl+1- can be written after normalizing the rate to 

BR(b -t ceil) ~ 0.107, [24,22]: 

(17) 

where 

]{ = (a/41r)2 (2/AfJ) BR (b -t ceil) = 1.6 . 10-7 (18) 

and a is fine structure constant. The phase space factor "I and the QCD correction 
factor A for the semileptonic process are as in prvious section. We have used "I = 
0.507 and A = 0.888. The phase space integration from min = (2ml/mb)2 to 
max = (1 - ms/mb)2 give the following values [23] for the constants Fi: 

Fl = 1, F3 = 8, for min ~ 0, max~ 1 , (19) 

F2 = 32 [in (mb/2ml)] ; for max:: 1; i = e, J-L . (20) 

We plot in Fig. 3 the branching ratios for b -t sl+1- as a function of the top 
mass for the standard model [24J. In the SM the process b -t se+e- is enhanced 
over b -t SJ-L+J-L- by '" 60% for'mt = 150 GeV due to the small electron mass [24]. 
Note also that exclusive modes B -t ](Z+Z- and B -t K*Z+I- would be smaller in 
the standard model by 8% and 20% of the b -t sZ+Z- respectively, due to the form 
factor supression [24]. We see that the present bound [25] BR (b -t sJ-L+ J-L-) < 5.10-5 

leads to the bound on top of '" 390 GeV. The curve also shows the dramatic rise in 
the branching ratio as a function of top mass, and illustrates how an improvement 
of the experimental bound can significantly improve the top bound. The effect of 
resonances on b -t sZ+ Z- has also be~n considered in [23] 
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Figure 3: Branching ratios for b ~ se+e- (dashed line) and b ~ sp,+p,- (solid line) 
as a function of the top mflSs. Present bound of 5 . 10-5 for b ~ sp,+p,- yields a 
limit of 390 GeV for mt. 

Gluon Mediated Penguin Processes 

The process at the quark level involving gluons, b ~ sg and b ~ sqij have been 
considered in Ref [26,27]. However, the experimental signature for such a transition 
is a charmless exclusive mode like B ~ I{7r, etc. The estimates for these processes 
involve matrix elements of four quark operators, and there are difficult to estimate. 
An added complication here is that charmless hadronic decays can also arise through 
the tree Hamiltonian with b ~ u transition. A careful study of the modes reveals 
some where penguin clearly dominates, while others where tree contribution can be 
significant. 

The calculation proceeds in two steps[28]. First we obtain the effective short 
distance interaction including one-loop gluon mediated diagram. We then use the 
factorization approximation to derive the hadronic matrix elements by saturating 
with vacuum state in all possible ways. The resulting matrix elements involve quark 
bilinears between one meson and vacuum and between two meson states. These are 
estimated using relativistic quark model wave functions. Such a technique has been 
used extensively by Ref. [2] for Band D nonleptonic decays and results are in fair 
agreement with experiment. 

We shall first discuss the gluon mediated penguin contribution. Dictated by 
gauge invariance, the effective flavor changing neutral current Jp, contains two 
terms. First, proportional to GI, we call the charge radius, while the second one, 
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proportional to G2 , is called dipole moment operator. 

Here G1,2 	 are functions of K - M angles and quark masses: 

(22) 

(23) 

where Xk 	= m%/m! and Yk = 1 - Xk. 

Note that when the gluon is on-shell, (i.e. q2 = 0) the G1 contribution vanishes. 
In the q2 ~ 0 cases both terms participate. For a gluon exchange diagram (i.e. for 
the process b-+ sijq) we find G1 contribution dominates over G2 , and we can neglect 
G2. We also evaluate G1 at q2 = 0, which is a good approximation. At larger q2, G1 

develops a small imaginary part, which is important for discussion of CP violation. 
We shall discuss CP violation later. 

From one-gluon exchange diagram we find the following effective Hamiltonian 
(local 4-quark operator): 

H~J = 	 K [si1'~biiji1'~qi - 3si1'~l{iji1'~qi 
+S;1'~biijh1'~qh - 3S;,~l{ijh,~q~ ] (24) 

where 

(25) 

Here q runs over all quark species, although only' 'U, d and s are relevant for our 
discussion. Charmless decays can also arise from the standard tree level interactions 
with b -+ 'U transition. This is given by 

H~J = 11s;1'~'Uiiii1'~l{, 
11 = 4Uu bU: s GF/V2 . 	 (26) 

The effects of the tree level interaction could be large in general. We find however 
that there are certain modes of B decays where penguin clearly dominate. In 
others tree is comparable or quite large. We evaluate the rates arising from these 
contributions independently and present our results in Table 1. We shall define 
Uub/Ubc = O.le, where -1 < e < 1. The modes where we find that penguin 
contribution clearly dominates are: 

B+ -+ ]{07r+, 1(*+ pO BO -+ <P (1{0, 1(*+) 
K*o (7r+ , p+) ]{*o ( 7r0, pO) 	 (27) 
<p (1{0, ](*+) 
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If U1l.b turns out to be very small and penguin dominates all the two body decays, 
then we would have f::l.I = 0 rule. We find, assuming f::l.I 0, the following isospin 
relations between the decay modes: 

r (B+ -+ I{°1r+) - r (BO -+ I{+1r-) = 2r (B+ -+ I{+1r°) = 2r (BO -+ K°1r°) 

r (B+ -+ K+ cfo) - r (BO -+ KO cfo) 

r (B+ -+ KOp+) - r (Bo -+ K+p-) = 2r (B+ -+ I{+pO) = 2r (BO -+ KOpO) 

r (B+ -+ K*°1r+) r (BO -+ I{*+1r-) = 2r (B+ -+ I{*+1r°) = 2r (Bo -+ K*°1r°) 

r (B+ -+ I{*+cfo) - r (BO -+ I{*°cfo) 

r (B+ -+ K*op+) - r (BO -+ I{*+p-) = 2r (B+ -+ I{*+pO) = 2r (BO -+ K*opO) 

(28) 

Departure from these relations will clearly show the importance of doubly sup
pressed Cabbibo transitions. 

We have considered a large number of two body charmless decay modes of the 
B meson. Although in principle they can receive contributions from the penguin or 
the tree diagram, we found a number of modes where one of the contribution clearly 
dominates. Many of the branching ratios are in the interesting range of a few times 
10-5 , which should be accessible very soon, as seen from the present experimental 
limits. We further find a few modes that are highly suppressed, receiving negligible 
contribution from both the Hamiltonians. Lack of observation of these would test 
our method of computation. When the contributions are comparable, one of course 
should add the amplitudes and square. We have not done so because we do not 
know the magnitude and sign of U1I.b, and there might be different final state phases 
on these amplitudes. A clean test is provided by those decays where one of the 
Hamiltonian dominates. In the case where the tree Hamiltonian dominates, one 
could even estimate U b1l.' As our knowledge of these decays improves, we believe 
more ambitious methods might be used to calculate the amplitudes. 

3 Theory of CP Violation in B± Decays 

The basic theory follows from the work of Bander, Silverman and Soni[29]. The 
three conditions for asymmetry to arise are: 

1. 	Two amplitudes with different Kobayashi-Maskawa phases must contribute to 
the same process. 

2. 	 There should be a complex phase in the I<obayashi-Maskawa matrix. 

3. 	 At least one of the amplitudes must have an absorptive part. (This is some 
times referred to as final state interaction, though I find this terminology 
misleading) 
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Table 1: Branching ratios for charless two-body decay modes of the B meson. Decay 
rates from the penguin and tree Hamiltonians are contributed separately. Some of 
the zeros stand for extremely small rates. 

Branching Contribution Contribution Present 
ratio from H'ftt from H:Jt experimental limit at 
mode (10-5) (10-5 ) 90%C.L.(10-5 ) 

B+ --+ ]{+1r0 0.06e2 0.53 
K°1r-+: 0 1.06 9.0 
K+¢> 0 1.12 8.0 
K+po 0.01e2 0 7.0 
KOp+ 0 0 
]{*+1r0 0.05e2 0.29 
K*°1r+ ' 0 0.58 13.0 
K*+¢> 0 3.12 
]{*+ pO 0 0.62 
]{*op+ 0 1.24 

BO --+ ]{01r0 0 0.53 
]{+1r 0.06e2 1.06 
]{o¢> 0 1.12 49.0 
]{OpO 0.01e2 0 58.0 
K+p 0 0 
](*01r 0 0.29 
]{*+1r 0.10e2 0.58 
]{*o¢> 0 3.12 44.0 
]{*opo 0 0.62 67.0 
]{*+p 0.01e2 1.24 
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Figure 4: Diagrams for b --+ suu 

The easiest way to generate an absorptive part, at least at the quark level is 
to consider one loop diagrams involving a gluon or a photon, usually referred to as 

.penguin diagrams. The loop diagram generates an absorptive part when the virtual 
gluon four-momentum q2 is greater than 4m~ where ,mq is mass of the intermediate 
quark. For b quark decay, the intermediate quarks are u,c,t, so that q2 > 4m; 
or 4m~ generates the absorptive part. The two amplitudes necessary for the effect 
can be a tree diagram and a penguin diagram, or if the tree diagram is absent, two 
penguin diagrams with different quark intermediate states suffice. The asymmetries 
are easiest to calculate at the quark level, but since the measurements will be made 
with a definite hadronic mode, the question of the reliability of such a calculation 
has to answered. We shall comment on this point in the conclusions. 

Let us review the calculation with b --+ uus as a definite quark channel for 
illustrative purposes. The following diagrams contribute to this process: 

We can write the amplitude for this process as 

M (b --+ uus) = VuAu + (a s /7() L ViPi (29) 
i 

where i runs over u,c,t and Vi is defined in terms of K-M angles as 

Unitarity requires that 

(30) 


(31) 


Au refers to the contribution from the tree diagram, while Pi refers to the contri
bution from the penguin diagram. We have factored (as / 7() so that the remaining 
penguin operator contributes roughly the same as the tree operator. Using unitarity 
we can remove V, dependence, and we have 

(32) 
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We now define M as the amplitude for b -i> UuS. This is given by 

(33) 

The asymmetry is then given by 

IMI2 -IMI2 
(34)

A = IMI2 + IMI2 

In the denominator we may safely assume that (a s /7r) Yc ~ Vu , and obtain 

2!m(Vu~*)!m [(A: + (a s /7r)P:_ t ) (a s /7r)Pc- t ] 

A = IYcl2(a /7r )2IPc_ t I2 (35) 
s 

This expression is clearly zero unless the three conditions we mentioned above are 
satisfied. The maximum asymmetry occurs when tree amplitude is present and Pc- t 

has absorptive part, which requires q2 > 4m;. If q2 < 4m~, the formula generates 
absorptive part due to (as /7r)2 contribution, however, to this order there are other 
contributions which must be evaluated [30]. In pure penguin process, like b -i> sss, 
we have the expression 

(36) 


The asymmetry is smaller, but the estimates are less model dependent in this case. 

3.1 Pure Penguin Interference 

These processes are much cleaner because although the rate for a given mode is de
pendent on hadronic wave functions, the asymmetries are not. Let us first consider 
the decay b -i> s</> which arises at the quark level from b -i> sSs. We can isolate this 
quark process by looking at B -i> K </> or ]{*</>. The quark level lagrangian is given 
by [31]. 

L = It! (k2) s)..a,J.' (1- ,s) bs)..a,J.'s (37) 

where K, = (GF /V2) (a s /87r) and 

! (k2) = L ViFi (k2) (38) 
i 
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Figure 5: The process b -+ .s<P 

where k2 = k2 
/ Mar, m; . m;/ Mar, and i = u, c,t. The asymmetry for the process 

b -+ s<p can be calculated provided we know what value of k2 to use. We use Fig. 5 
to illustrate the process and argue from the fact that <p can be only formed from s 
quark coming from band 8 coming from the gluon, since <p is in a color singlet state. 
Simple kinematics yields k2 = (m~ - m;) /2 ~ 12(Gev)2. We can now evaluate the 
dispersive and the absorptive part of the penguin diagrams. For mi < 1, we have 

(40) 

ImF1 (k2) = -(1r/2)6 (k2 - 4Ml) (b! - b: + b:/3 - b~/3) (41) 

where b± = 1 ± (1 - 4m2/k2)1/2. We now find: 

Quantity Value 
Re FU1 
ImFu1 
Re FC1 
ImFc1 

Ft
1 

5.3 
-2.1 
6.4 

-1.4 
.71 

where we have chosen mt ~ Mw. We find for the asymmetry 

A = 21m [Vu V::*] (5/33) 

IYcl 2 (42) 

If we use Wolfenstein parametrization, 

(43) 

then 

(44) 
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the value of E, B -B mixing, mt and Ubu imply A = 1.0 ± 0.1 and 1] > 0.1 
The asymmetry is therefore > 0.1%. If we had calculated the asymmetry of the 
Cabibbo suppressed penguin b --+ dss process, the asymmetry would be of order 1] 

[32]. However the branching ratio of any exclusive mode like B --+ ]{]{ from this 
process is suppressed and is expected to be of the order of 10-7• The exclusive 
modes B- --+ ]{- 4> or B- --+ ]{*- 4> are expected to have a branching ratio of order 
10-5 [31] and the asymmetry equal to the inclusive process b --+ s4>. 

3.2 Processes With Tree-Penguin Interference 

The largest observable asymmetry is expected to arise in processes where tree dia
gram and penguin contribute approximately the same amount. At the quark level 
the process is b --+ suu, and the asymmetry is given by (33), which can be written 
as 

(45) 


We need the ratio of tree and penguin contributions, as well as the absorptive to 
dispersive ratio. The former can be calculated in from the lagrangian if factorization 
approximation is used. A large number of processes have been evaluated in [28] using 
this approximation. We present below the best modes with the corresponding ratio 
R = Au/ IPc-tl. To calculate the absorptive part we need to know the value of q2 
to be used. If the argument used in the previous section can be applied, 12( GeV)2 
might be suitable. The value of P:-t / IPc-tI~ 0.25 in this case. 

Mode R = Au/ IPc-tl 
B- --+ ]{-1(0 1.1 
B- --+ ](*-1(0 1.4 
BO --+ ]{+1( 0.8 
BO --+ ]{*+1( 1.4 

The asymmetry then is given by 

(46) 

This could be as high as 3.5% for 7] = 0.1, and clearly in an observable range. 
The above estimate are based on the applicability of the one loop quark diagram 

to a hadronic decay, a procedure that. has been criticized recently by Wolfenstein 
[33]. In my opinion the use of one loop diagram is clearly possible only if the quark 
diagram is a short distance operator and long distance effects are negligible. This 
might be true for a heavy quark decay where large momenta are involved in the 
decay products. A more troubling question of the appropriate k 2 to be used will 
have to deferred until a better understanding emerges regarding hadronic decays. 
Importance of detecting direct CP violation outweighs the fact that the theoretical 
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calculations are not at present very reliable. We expect the situation to improve as 
the penguin processes are measured. 

Research contributing to this article has been supported by a grant from the 
Department of Energy. 
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